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DO YOU KNOW THE ANSWERS?
By Cheryl Dudley

Try your hand at this educational crossword puzzle!
Answers are on page 2.
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Across
1. Johnny _____________ died from lung cancer.
2. Worldwide, smoking causes one death every ______
seconds.
3. For young adults who smoke cigarettes regularly, just over
_________ of those who die in middle age will have been
killed by tobacco.
4. _________ indicates that there is a connection between
smoking and lung cancer.
5. When checking an ID, take _________ of the size,
thickness, and color of the card.
6. Check the ID _____ rough spots, especially around the
edges and over the photograph
7. Prevent the ________ is the name of the Web site that
trains Idaho tobacco retailers.
8. Renewing an Idaho tobacco permit is _________.
9. A _________ driver’s license means that the minor is
under 18 years old.
10. The work of skill and imagination.
11. Some smokers prefer to _______ their own cigarettes.
12. The Department of Health and Welfare ________ to
prevent the sale of tobacco to minors.

13. When identifying a fake ID, it’s a good idea to look
closely at the ___________.
14. “According to.”
15. In addition to cigarettes and cigars, it is also illegal to sell
__________ _________ (2 words) to minors.
16. Refusing to sell tobacco to minors is a ____ - win
situation.
17. One way to tell a __________ ID is to check the
photograph for shading, glare, or "red-eye."
18. Because selling to minors can result in a fine to the
business, it’s important for your employer to ___ you to
comply.
19. Some people use ______ leaf tobacco to roll their own
cigarettes.
20. As a clerk or vendor, you _____ the gatekeeper for preventing the sale of tobacco to minors.
21. It is __________okay to sell tobacco to minors.
22. You never know when an inspection _________ will
show up at your business.
23. It is not a good idea to __________ with a minor over
the sale of tobacco.
24. A _____ ID means that the holder is over 18 and under
21.
25. Check the photograph on the ID for shading, ________,
or "red-eye," which could indicate that it’s been tampered
with.
26. Altered IDs often have bumpy or rough places where the
__________ has been tampered with.

Down
1. Peter Jennings died of lung _____________.
2. Worldwide, smoking causes one death every 10 seconds,
or __________ million people each year.
3. The Department of ___________ and Welfare oversees the
Idaho Tobacco Project.
4. Tobacco ______________ are required to have a current
tobacco permit.
5. Another name for smokeless tobacco is _________.
6. It is ________ to sell tobacco products to persons under
18.
7. The Web site for tobacco retailers is called Prevent the
____.
8. Tobacco vendors should have a practiced ______ for
employees who are confronted with minors attempting to
purchase tobacco.
9. Check IDs for such phrases as “for personal use,” “office
use only,” _____ “not a government document.”

10. Smoking was used for medicinal purposes in a previous
______.
11. There are 3 types of fake ID. It’s a good idea ___ know
what they are!
12. Idaho _______ 39-5701 et seq. contains information you
should know concerning tobacco and minors.
13. To advance in rank.
14. When it comes to purchasing tobacco, __________ are
under 18 years old.
15. _________ _________ (2 words) tobacco is used for
rolling cigarettes.
16. By law, any employee who sells tobacco must sign a
Department of Health and ______ form indicating that they
understand the state law’s requirements.
17. An inspection team always shows up without any _____.
18. To ensure that you won’t get fined for selling to a minor,
_________ that you know how to spot a fake ID.
19. When checking an Idaho ID for fraud, check the _______
_______ (2 words) for accuracy and completeness; an
inserted photograph may cover part of it.
20. Some persons may __________ with an ID to purchase
tobacco or alcohol.
21. To purchase tobacco, a person must be _______ 17 years
old.
22. Abbreviation for some countries outside the U.S.
23. Upon inspecting a customer’s ID, you don’t have to do
this to calculate a customer’s age.
24. The self that is distinguished from others; one of the 3
parts of the psyche.

Across
1.
Carson
2.
ten
3.
half
4.
data
5.
note
6.
for
7.
sale
8.
free
9.
green
10. art
11. roll
12. aims
13. photos
14. per
15. smokeless
tobacco
16. win
17. fake
18. trust
19. loose
20. are
21. never
22. team
23. argue
24. red
25. glare
26. laminate

Down
1.
cancer
2.
three
3.
Health
4.
retailers
5.
snuff
6.
illegal
7.
sale
8.
plan
9.
or
10. era
11. to
12. code
13. promote
14. minors
15. loose leaf
16. welfare
17. warning
18. ensure
19. state seal
20. tamper
21. over
22. eur
23. add
24. ego
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Factoids and Statistics
“B+” Average for AUGUST
According to Idaho Code 39-5701 the Idaho
Department of Health and Welfare must inspect
each business that sells tobacco to ensure that it
does not sell tobacco to minors. For AUGUST of
2005:
♦ 81 Vendors were inspected. *
♦ 9 Vendors sold to the inspecting
minor.
♦ The compliance rate for the month
of August 2005 was 89%.
*Inspections where purchase attempts were made.

Tobacco News Bits
Compiled from David Moyer, MD.
www.globalink.org

The World Health Organization estimates that
500 million of the 5.3 billion people populating
the earth in 1990 will eventually die from
disease caused by tobacco.
Tobacco is the largest single cause of
premature death in the developed world,
responsible for about 30% of all deaths among
persons 35 to 69 years of age.
Worldwide, smoking causes one death every
10 seconds, or 3 million people each year. If
current smoking patterns persist, in several
decades there will be one death every 3
seconds, or 10 million deaths each year.
For young adults who smoke cigarettes
regularly, just over half of those who die in
middle age will have been killed by tobacco.
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